Fabrication of Temporary Crowns and Bridges

Instrument Supply List

1. Bard-Parker Lab Knife with Red Handle #6 knife, #25 Blade (new)
2. Spoon Excavator
3. Explorer
4. Hemostat
5. Plastic Instrument (double-ended filling instrument)
6. Mixing spatula (cement)
7. “Four Hole” slow-speed handpiece with straight attachment
8. Crown & Bridge scissors (curved)
9. Acrylic burs or stones used in your practice (these must fit the handpiece listed above).
10. Any other hand or rotary instruments with which you like to work
11. Safety Glasses
12. Lab Coat (optional)
13. Rubber Mixing bowl
14. Spatula for mixing alginate
15. Articulating Paper Forceps

WE DO NOT PROVIDE NOR RENT SUPPLIES FOR THIS COURSE.
YOU MUST BRING THESE SUPPLIES WITH YOU IN ORDER TO DO THE LAB EXERCISES.
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